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GoSol.org and World Vision are spreading a Direct 
Solar Economy in Kenya 

Everybody knows photovoltaic panels produce solar electricity but not everybody knows 
that 2.7 billion people rely everyday on wood or charcoal to have heat. Heat to cook and 
heat to run their activities. For them, imported PVs aren’t a solution. They need something 
powerful, affordable and clean.  

Since years, GoSol.org has worked on this problem. A few weeks ago, in Kenya, in 
cooperation with the Weconomy programme of NGO World Vision to support 
entrepreneurs in accessing clean energy to fuel their businesses, GoSol.org has prepared 
an energy revolution that starts now.   

 

The Project  

In Kisumu, Kenya, GoSol.org lately initiated and supported the building of 2 solar concentrators by 
local artisans only using locally available materials. The solar concentrators are now powering 2 
local small businesses supported by World Vision Kenya: the Yier Ngima Community is now 
roasting groundnuts to make organic peanut butter and they report that they‘re not only saving money, 
but the peanut butter tastes better without the smoky-bitterness imparted by charcoal roasting. The 
Koptige bakery can now provide more schools with baked goods and is saving thousands of shillings 
per month on electricity.  

 

Sharing Knowledge to Empower People to build a direct solar economy 

GoSol.org's goal is to ensure that within 10 years the 2.7 billions of people who are nowadays 
depending on the use of any polluting fuel get access to clean and free energy. To speed this up, 
GoSol.org is sharing their knowledge with as many people as possible. And for them knowledge is the 
vision of direct solar powered economy + an access to construction plans through membership (check 
gosol.org website). 

 

The Tech  

The technology uses locally available materials - mainly steel and mirrors - to concentrate sunlight 
into one focus point and create enormous heat (up to 300°C). The mirror ray can be scaled and 
adapted to perform almost any task powered by heat. GoSol.org’s solar concentrators can be used for 
example to bake bread, roast groundnut, boil water, fry food, or dehydrate vegetables, fruit or fish. At 
the industrial level the technology can also power steam engines to grind grain, pump water or turn 
machinery. It's simple, it's efficient, it breaks down the costs and it's the beginning of a big change in 
renewable energy. 

 

                                                    

With GoSol.org's simple, scalable solar thermal technology people 

everywhere in the world will be able to harvest and use solar energy —  

for free, without air pollution, independent of electric power or fuel 

availability because solar concentrators are the number one technology for a 

direct solar economy.   

http://www.gosol.org/
http://www.gosol.org
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More... 

GoSol.org website Weconomy website:  

http://www.gosol.org/ http://www.weconomy.fi 

 

Direct Solar Economy video:   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-eq_Cj20Ds 

 

Weconomy - World Vision Kenya video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W78tjt8vNJs 

 

Media kit 

http://www.gosol.org/media 

 

Contact GoSol.org Contact Weconomy / World Vision Finland 

Eva Wissenz – CEO Juha-Erkki Mantyniemi - CIO 

eva.wissenz@gosol.org   juha-erkki.mantyniemi@worldvision.fi  

Tel. +358 4 5859 1454 Tel. +358 9 6818 3044  
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